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#1 New York Times and USA TODAY bestseller Sunny Los Angeles may be a dark place indeed in Cassandra Clare's Lord of Shadows, the bestselling sequel to Lady Midnight. Lord of Shadows is a novel by Shadowhunters. Emma Carstairs has just learned that the love she shares with her warrior and parabatai, Julian
Blackthorne, isn't just forbidden - she could destroy them both. She knows she should run from Julian. But how can it when the Blackthorn family is threatened by enemies from all sides? Their only hope is the Black Union of the Dead, a book of magic of terrible power. Everybody wants it. Only the Blackthorns can find
him. She was encouraged by a dark agreement with Queen Seelie, Emily; her best friend Cristina; and Mark and Julian Blackthorn embark on a journey to the Fairies, where the shimmering hilarity hides a bloody danger and no promise can be trusted. As danger approaches, Julian deviated from a risky new plan that
depends on the cooperation of an unpredictable enemy. But success can come with a price that he and Emma can't even imagine, which will have an impact on everyone and everything they're dear to. The life of the Shadow Hunter is bound by duty. Bound by honor. The word Shadow Hunter is a solemn promise, and
no promise is more sacred than the promise that binds parabatai, war partners – he has vowed to fight together, die together, but never fall in love. Emma Carstairs has learned that the love she shares with her parabatai, Julian Blackthorne, isn't just forbidden - it could destroy them both. She knows she should run from
Julian. But how can he if the Blackthorns are threatened by enemies from all sides? Their only hope is the Black Union of the Dead, a book of magic of terrible power. Everybody wants it. Only the Blackthorns can find him. She was encouraged by a dark agreement with Queen Seelie, Emily; her best friend Cristina; and
Mark and Julian Blackthorn make their way to the fairies courts, where shimmering revels hide the bloody danger and no promise can be trusted. Meanwhile, rising tensions between Shadowhunters and Downworlders have created Cohort, an extremist group called Shadowhunters, dedicated to registering Downworlders
and inappropriate Nephilim. They'll do anything to uncover Julian's secrets and take the Los Angeles Institute for their own. When downworlders turn against Clave, a new threat arises in the form of the Lord of the Shadows - Unseelie King, who sends his greatest warriors to kill those with blackthorn blood and catch
black volume. As danger approaches, Julian deviated from a risky plan that depends on the cooperation of an unpredictable enemy. But success can come with a price he and Emma can't even imagine, bringing with it a showdown of blood that could have an impact on everyone and everything dear to them. Sunny Los
Angeles can be a dark place really in Cassandra Clare's Lord sequel #1 New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling Lady Midnight. Lord of Shadows is a novel by Shadowhunters. Emma Carstairs finally avenged her parents. She thought she'd be fine. But she's everything but calm. Torn between her longing to
parabatai Juliana and her longing to protect him from the brutal consequences of parabatai relationships, she began dating his brother Mark. But Mark has spent the last five years trapped in a fairy; Can he ever be a shadowhunter again? And fairy courts are not silent. King Unseelia is tired of cold peace and will no
longer accept shadowhunters' demands. Caught between the demands of the fairies and the laws of Clave, Emma, Julian, and Mark must find a way to unite and defend all that is dear to them — before it is too late. Ideal for fans of Leigh Bardugo, Holly Black and Sarah J. Maas.Also by Cassandra Clare: The Dark
Artifices: Lady Midnight Queen of Air and DarknessNestart oldest curses: Red Scrolls Magic Lost Book of White Table content More books in this series: The Dark Artifices You may also like: Thriller and Mystery Staff selection selection
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